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Introduction 
This is a guide for spelling the Sinaugoro language. The aim of this book is to make reading and writing 

the Sinaugoro language as easy and enjoyable as possible. (Note: ‡ represents g bar = voiced velar fricative). 
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1. LETTERS 
1.1 Consonants 
Symbols Example Meaning in English 
B barego 'big' 
D do‡a 'tooth' 
F fore 'stone' 
G gaba 'drum' 
‡ ‡abi 'take' 
Gw gwa‡i‡i 'hard' 
‡w ‡wa 'carry' 
K kara 'what' 
L lako 'firewood' 
M manu 'bird' 
N nanu 'water' 
R raka 'walk' 
S senu 'heap' 
T ta‡i 'cry' 
V va‡i 'kill' 
Introduced symbols: 

P pune 'dove' 
H haroro tauna 'pastor' 

1.2 Vowels 
A asi 'not' 
E e 'and' 
I niu 'coconut' 
O no‡a 'like' 
U nufa 'wet' 

1.3 Vowel Clusters 
Ae kae 'skip' 
Ai ‡ai 'we' 
Ao kao 'mix' 
Au vau 'later' 
Oi oi 'yes' 
Ou fou 'wash' 

(The vowel clusters occur as units, since the higher vowels follow the lower vowels and the stress is on 
the lower vowels). 

1.4 Orthography 
There are 15 consonant symbols & 2 introduced ones, and 5 vowel symbols in the Sinaugoro 

orthography as shown above. 

Note: 

In spoken Sinaugoro, however, there is another consonant sound which is represented by the letter [y] in 
English as well as in some phonetic alphabets. 

In the traditional Sinaugoro orthography the [y] sound is written as: 
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   i in the beginning of words (word initially) and as 

   e in the middle of words (word medially). 
Examples: 

ia‡o 'go' 
maeoba 'flying fox' 

But it would be better to write each contrastive sound in the same way. Therefore we suggest to write e 
as i where it represents the [y] sound (as in the Motu orthography; e.g. e karaia 'he does it' ). 
Examples: 

boio‡a 'plan' 
maioba 'flying fox' 
maiaka 'shame' 
bekiraia 'he told her' 
ekeaiato 'she called him' 
‡aia‡oni 'we are going' 
Kaia 'knife' 

2. Dividing Words 
2.1 Compound Nouns are written as one word: 
Sinaugoro           (the name of a language) 

‡auvei              'work'      

ginita‡o            'brideprice, payment etc.' 

Vere‡auka           'Lord' 

2.2 Verbs 
2.2.1 The Verbal Subject 

If the verbal subject consists of one syllable (one or two letters) it is to be joined to the verbal base.  

Arakani 'I am going' 
‡aia‡osini 'we will come to you' 
evedana‡ito 'he asked' 
barakani 'I will go' 

If the verbal subject consists of two or more syllables it is to be separated from the verb stem.  

ba‡a ia‡o 'we went' 
sima ‡ani‡ani 'let us eat here' 
bisini guru‡aguru‡a 'we should talk with each other' 
‡asi tanuto-‡oi 'we used to stay there (close to hearer) 
nea ‡abia 'let him get it over there' 
ea ketoto 'he fell over there' 
Exceptions: 

In cases where the verbal subject marking particle might be confused with other words that look alike, 
e.g. ema 'and' & ema 'he...here' (verbal subject), 

it might be good to write the verbal subject particle with a hyphen. 
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ema-‡abiato 'he took it here' 
asi-tanuto-‡oi 'I used to stay there (close to hearer)' 

2.2.2 The Verbal Base 
The affixes ve, va and va‡a- belong to the verbal base. These are joined to the verb root, except va‡a- is 

to be written with a hyphen.  

be‡e vebubu 'it spilt' 
be‡ene veva‡a-riba 'they must teach' 
eva‡a-kavaguni 'he is helping me' 
avara‡eni 'I am going up' 
Exception: 

ve may be written with hyphen if it is followed by i. 

eve-iarevato 'he cleaned himself' 
be‡e ve-iavi 'they boasted' 

Or else it may be written: 

Eveiarevato 'he cleaned himself' 
be‡e veiavi 'they boasted' 

2.2.3 The Object & Perfective/Imperfective Markers  
The object markers -gu -mu -a/ia -ra -ma -mi -ri and the perfective/imperfective markers -ni and -to are 

to be joined to the last verb root or modifier.        

Evinirato 'he gave us' 
Emaiakaguni 'I am ashamed' 

2.2.4 The Clitic -‡oi 
The clitic -‡oi is to be written with a hyphen because it can be confused with the second person singular 

you. 
‡atanuto-‡oi  'we used to live' 

2.2.5 Serial Verbs  
i. Serial verb roots may be written with hyphens when necessary in order to make reading easier.  

no‡wa-ia‡omaia           'bring it here' 

Note: In English closely related words are also joined with a hyphen e.g. close-up, half-baked, non-event, 
etc. 

However, if there would be too many hyphens in one verb, it may be broken up (in the middle) without 
putting a hyphen. 

bitana veva‡a-kava vevini 'let us help each other' 
‡eveva‡a-riba ia‡iato-‡oi 'they used to teach it' 
bita toma-rakari‡o viniani 'we will worship him' 

ii. Verb roots with modifiers may be conjoined. 

tara‡ekauto 'we went up' 
erakato‡ani 'he is going inside' 

iii. Reduplicated verb roots may be joined together. 

evei-babobaboni 'he is doing stupid things' 
‡a‡ani‡anini 'we are eating' 
Exceptions: 
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-long verbs 

‡evedana‡i-vedana‡ito 'they asked each other' 

-between vowels which are alike 

aiavi-iavini 'I am writing' 

2.3 Personal Pronouns 
Personal free pronouns are to be written separately. 

au ‡egu numa 'my house' 

2.4 The topicalisers tu & ne are to be written separately. 
au tu arakani 'I am going' 
‡oi ne kamasi ovetu‡ama‡ini 'what do you think' 

2.5 Deictics 
The deictics (mai, mani, ini, mo) are to be written as one word when they occur with 

-possessive pronouns: mai‡eri 'these here' 
-postpositions: mai‡esi 'like this' 

2.6 Interrogatives  
Interrogatives with ai preceding them are to be written as one word. 

ai‡ana 'where to' 
ai‡esi 'how' 
aitoma 'when' 
ai‡eri 'which ones' 

2.7 Postpositions ai & na 
The postpositions ai (locative, spatial, temporal) and na (source & instrument) are to be written separately. 
 

guba na bo‡o ketofiri‡o 'did you fall down from sky' 

bai nanu na ava‡anufaiani 'I am making the pig wet' 
Exceptions: 

Monana 'from there' 
(‡ia) ‡enana 'from/through him' 
sena‡ina 'but' 
asi‡ina 'no' 

tano ai 'on the ground' 

However, when a word ends in a it is to be written as one word. 

numai 'in the house' 
Exceptions: 

Names of places, people etc. that are not so familiar. Because it may be difficult to recognize the 
postposition.  

Kaisara-ai 'Caesarea' 
Silama-ai 'Siloam' 
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2.8 Phrases 
Phrases are written separately: 
bo‡a baina 'bush pig' 
numa keina 'small house (toilet) 

2.9 The subject (ergative) marker na can function as subject marker 
and possessive marker. 

i. When na functions as subject marker it is written separately. 

‡ia na numa eragaiato 'he built the house' 

Note: When na functions as a Postposition (instrument or source) it is also written separately (see 2.7). 

ii. When na functions as possessive marker it is attached to the pronoun. 

‡iana numa eragaiato 'he built his house' 

Barauna Basileia 'God's Kingdom' 

3. Borrowed Words 
Are to be written according to their pronunciation or the Sinaugoro sound pattern if possible. 

silva moni 'silver money' 
takesi 'tax' 
Sabadi 'Sabbath' 
 


